AIR COMPRESSION LEG WRAPS

Congratulations On Your Purchase!
Please read these instructions carefully before use.

NOTE: This item is intended to gently massage & stimulate feet, legs & thighs.
Please allow at least five minutes for the cuffs to fully inflate to receive the full benefits of the air compression action.

Operation:
Use by either sitting in a chair or laying on a couch or floor.
1) Slip Leg Wraps (A) and Thigh Wraps (B) into places.
2) Connect A, B and C by Connecting Pipes.
3) Connect the AC/DC Adaptor. Make sure unit is in the OFF position then plug into an outlet.
4) To turn on, Press Power on the Control Unit. LED indicator light will go on. Press again to turn off.
5) Press UP or DOWN to adjust the working time.
Control device pumps air to gently massage legs and feet. When using, always have Control unit in hand. Always start with the lowest power setting adjusting up to the desired comfort level.
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6) Leg (A) & Thigh Wraps (B) may be used together or separately.
Connect all the pipes to the massager connector joints when you use together.
Disconnect the pipes then secure tight to massager connector joints of the part you prefer to use if using only one.

7) If the device is not inflating properly make sure the tubing is not folded or crimped preventing air flow.

WARNING
Basic safety precautions should always be followed when using electrical appliances, especially when children are present, including the following:
1) KEEP AWAY FROM WATER. Electrical parts are electrically live even when the power is off.
2) Always turn off after use. Turn off immediately if unit comes into contact with water.
3) When plugged in, never leave unattended.
4) Never use by, on or near children or invalids unless supervised.
5) KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

THIS IS NOT A MEDICAL DEVICE. This unit is to simply massage legs and feet. No medical claims are implied or warranted by the use of this product. It is strongly advised that you consult your physician before use if you are currently undertaking medical treatment.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Do NOT Machine Wash. Do NOT Dry Clean. Do NOT Bleach
Gently wipe clean with wet cloth and wipe or air dry.

Set Includes:
A. 2 Foot/ Leg wraps
B. 2 thigh wraps
C. Control unit
D. 1 set of Connecting Pipes
E. 9V AC/DC Adaptor

Battery Insertion:
Remove the battery cover on the rear of the unit by sliding the cover downwards.
With the unit being in the “OFF” position. Insert 4 “AA” Batteries (not included) following the polarity diagram shown in the battery compartment. Note: Incorrect insertion of the batteries could result in damage to the controller.

Important: If operating with batteries, make sure you use the same type of batteries.
Do not mix old with new batteries or mix alkaline with non-alkaline batteries.
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